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Determining the CKM matrix

VCKM =

�

⇤
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

⇥

⌅



Parameterisations
VCKM  3x3 unitary matrix (V+V=1) with 1 phase.
PDG parameterisation                           

�

⇤
c12c13 s12c13 s13e�i�

�s12c23 � c12s23s13ei� c12c23 � s12s23s13ei� s23c13

s12s23 � c12c23s13ei� �c12s23 � s12c23s13ei� c23c13

⇥

⌅

(c12=cosθ12, s12=sinθ12,...)
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From experiment we find a strong hierarchy:
s12 = 0.22  >>  s23 = O(10-2)   >>  s13 = O(10-3)



|VCKM| =

�

⇤
|Vud| |Vus| |Vub|
|Vcd| |Vcs| |Vcb|
|Vtd| |Vts| |Vtb|

⇥

⌅ �

�

⇤
1 � �3

� 1 �2

�3 �2 1

⇥

⌅

Reveals an almost diagonal (λ = 0.22) structure:



Wolfenstein Parameterisation

Wolfenstein ‘83

�

⇤
1� 1

2⇥2 ⇥ A⇥3(⇤� i�)
�⇥ 1� 1

2⇥2 A⇥2

A⇥3(1� ⇤� i�) �A⇥2 1

⇥

⌅ +O(⇥4)

A, ρ ~ O(1),               η measures CPV

The SM flavor parameters

� � 0.23 and A, ⇥, � � 0.8, 0.2, 0.3

~

             mu=0.001-3; md=0.003-7; ms=0.1GeV;   

 mc=1.3; mb=4.2; mt=170GeV;

        me=.00055; mμ=0.11; mτ=1.8GeV.

masses in GeV <=> ;

;

.
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Choose parameters that make hierarchy obvious
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Unitarity triangles

CKM Matrix is unitary V✝V = VV✝ =1

 Vi1 (Vj1)* + Vi2 (Vj2)* + Vi3 (Vj3)* = 0    for i ≠ j

vectors in complex plane:       ⌅a +⌅b + ⌅c = 0

⇥a ⇥b ⇥c
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Unitarity triangles

CKM Matrix is unitary V✝V = VV✝ =1

 Vi1 (Vj1)* + Vi2 (Vj2)* + Vi3 (Vj3)* = 0    for i ≠ j

vectors in complex plane:       ⌅a +⌅b + ⌅c = 0

Re

Im

a

bc

area: 2 AΔ ≡ | JCP |

Jarlskog parameter JCP : 
‘strength of CPV’ 

⇥a ⇥b ⇥c



The Unitarity triangle

 Vi1 (Vj1)* + Vi2 (Vj2)* + Vi3 (Vj3)* = 0    for i ≠ j

of the 3x2 = 6 possible triangles pick one which 
has sides a,b,c of similar length (try!). 
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ρ

η

1

(ρ,η)Divide by λ3A = |Vcd (Vcb)*| :
   

⇢+ i⌘ + (1� ⇢� i⌘)� 1 = 0



Direct Determination of the CKM matrix

1) |Vus| = λ from   

 

Result: |Vus| = 0.2245 ± 0.0016

K+ � ⇥0e+�e

u
u
s

W

u

e+

ν

K+ π

Vus

from: Moulson ’07, KLOE, ISTRA+, 
NA48, KTEV



Side remark: Partonic vs Hadronic

Free quarks are easy...            
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Free quarks are easy...            

 
u

u
b

W

u

e+

ν
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Vub

�(b� ul�̄) =
G2

F

192⇥2
|Vub|2m5
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Leptonic B Decays: B! ! !"!

The simplest B-meson decays we can imagine:

B !

b

b

u

u
u

W

W
G k

• Calculation of the corresponding Feynman diagram:

Tfi = !
g2

2

8
Vub [u!"

#(1 ! "5)v$]| {z }
Dirac spinors

»
g#%

k2 ! M2
W

–
"0|u"%(1 ! "5)b|B!#| {z }

hadronic ME

• k2 = M2
B $ M2

W : %
g#%

k2 ! M2
W

!& !
g#%

M2
W

' !
 

8GF(
2g2

2

!
g#%

% Tfi =
GF(

2
Vub [u!"

#(1 ! "5)v$] "0|u"#(1 ! "5)b|B!#

... the W boson is “integrated out”!

Hadrons not so much
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hadronic matrix element

⇥0|ū�µ(1 � �5)b|B�⇤

              lattice QCD or inclusive decays



… 



source: utfit.org
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• The SM is the dominant source for the 
observed flavor and CP violation.





Flavor changing neutral
currents
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UTfit 08, Isidori, Perez, Nir ‘10

Operator Bounds on ⇥ in TeV (cij = 1) Bounds on cij (⇥ = 1 TeV) Observables
Re Im Re Im

(s̄L�µdL)2 9.8� 102 1.6� 104 9.0� 10�7 3.4� 10�9 �mK ; ⇥K
(s̄R dL)(s̄LdR) 1.8� 104 3.2� 105 6.9� 10�9 2.6� 10�11 �mK ; ⇥K
(c̄L�µuL)2 1.2� 103 2.9� 103 5.6� 10�7 1.0� 10�7 �mD; |q/p|,⇤D

(c̄R uL)(c̄LuR) 6.2� 103 1.5� 104 5.7� 10�8 1.1� 10�8 �mD; |q/p|,⇤D

(b̄L�µdL)2 5.1� 102 9.3� 102 3.3� 10�6 1.0� 10�6 �mBd ; S�KS

(b̄R dL)(b̄LdR) 1.9� 103 3.6� 103 5.6� 10�7 1.7� 10�7 �mBd ; S�KS

(b̄L�µsL)2 1.1� 102 7.6� 10�5 �mBs

(b̄R sL)(b̄LsR) 3.7� 102 1.3� 10�5 �mBs

Operator Bounds on ⇥ in TeV (cij = 1) Bounds on cij (⇥ = 1 TeV) Observables
Re Im Re Im

(s̄L�µdL)2 9.8� 102 1.6� 104 9.0� 10�7 3.4� 10�9 �mK ; ⇥K
(s̄R dL)(s̄LdR) 1.8� 104 3.2� 105 6.9� 10�9 2.6� 10�11 �mK ; ⇥K
(c̄L�µuL)2 1.2� 103 2.9� 103 5.6� 10�7 1.0� 10�7 �mD; |q/p|,⇤D

(c̄R uL)(c̄LuR) 6.2� 103 1.5� 104 5.7� 10�8 1.1� 10�8 �mD; |q/p|,⇤D

(b̄L�µdL)2 5.1� 102 9.3� 102 3.3� 10�6 1.0� 10�6 �mBd ; S�KS

(b̄R dL)(b̄LdR) 1.9� 103 3.6� 103 5.6� 10�7 1.7� 10�7 �mBd ; S�KS

(b̄L�µsL)2 1.1� 102 7.6� 10�5 �mBs

(b̄R sL)(b̄LsR) 3.7� 102 1.3� 10�5 �mBs

FCNC limits
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Very strong suppression! New flavor violation
must either approximately (exactly?) follow SM 
structure… 
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… or exist only at very high scales (102  - 105 TeV) 
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Quark and Lepton 
mass hierarchy

LHC view



Masses on a Log-scale



Why this structure?
    
Other dimensionless parameters of the SM:   

gs ~1,  g ~ 0.6,  g’ ~ 0.3,  λHiggs ~ 1,  

The SM flavor puzzle

YU ⇡

0

@
6 · 10�6 �0.001 0.008 + 0.004i
1 · 10�6 0.004 �0.04 + 0.001

8 · 10�9 + 2 · 10�8i 0.0002 0.98

1

A

YD ⇡ diag
�
2 · 10�5 0.0005 0.02

�
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If                 , then the      don’t look crazy.

Log(SM flavor puzzle)

Y = e�� �

� log |YD| ⇡ diag (11 8 4)

� log |YU | ⇡

0

@
12 7 5

14 6 3

18 9 0

1

A



Flavor from Geometry



SM on thick brane & domain wall ⇒ chiral localization

Hierarchies w/o Symmetries

Φ

x5

ψ

Figure 2: Profile of the scalar domain wall field ! in the x5 dimension.
A chiral zero mode fermion is localized at the zero of !.

to a four dimensional chiral fermion stuck at the zero of ! [12]. A convenient

representation for the 4 ! 4 gamma matrices in five dimensions is

!i =

!

0 "i

"i 0

"

, i = 0..3 , !5 = "i

!

1 0
0 "1

"

. (1)

As it will be useful in the following sections, we record below the two di"erent

Lorentz invariant fermion bilinears in 5 dimensions

#̄1#2, #T
1 C5#2 (2)

where

C5 = !0!2!5 =

!

# 0
0 "#

"

in the Weyl basis. (3)

The first is the usual Dirac bilinear, while the second is the Majorana bilinear

which generalizes the familiar 4-dimensional expression, where instead of C5

we have C4 = !0!2.

The action for a five dimensional fermion # coupled to the background

scalar ! is then

S =
#

d4x dx5 #[i#$4 + i!5$5 + !(x5)]# . (4)

Here the coordinates of our 3+1 dimensions are represented by x whereas

the fifth coordinate is x5; five-dimensional fields are denoted with capital

5

of massive Dirac fermions. The shape of the wave function of the chiral

fermion is Gaussian, centered at x5 = 0. Note that coupling ! to !" would

have rendered "x5 |R, 0# normalizable and we would have instead localized a

massless right handed chiral fermion.

For clarity, let us write the full wave function of the massless chiral fermion

in the chiral basis

!(x, x5) =

!

"x5 |L, 0#!(x)
0

"

. (12)

2.2 Many chiral fermions

We can easily generalize Eq. (4) to the case of several fermion fields. We

simply couple all 5-d Dirac fields to the same scalar "

S =
#

d5x
$

i,j

!̄i[i $"5 + #"(x5) ! m]ij!j . (13)

Here we allowed for general Yukawa couplings #ij and also included masses

mij for the fermion fields. Mass terms for the five-dimensional fields are

allowed by all the symmetries and should therefore be present in the La-

grangian. In the case that we will eventually be interested in – the standard

model – the fermions carry gauge charges. This forces the couplings #ij

and mij to be block-diagonal, with mixing only between fields with identical

gauge quantum numbers. For simplicity we will set #ij = $ij in this paper,

then mij can be diagonalized with eigenvalues mi.

Finding the massless four-dimensional fields is completely analogous to

the single fermion case of the last section. Each 5-d fermion !i gives rise to a

single 4-d left chiral fermion. Again, the wave functions in the 5th coordinate

are Gaussian, but they are now centered around the zeros of " ! mi. In

the SHO approximation this is at xi
5 = mi/2µ2. Thus, at energies well

below µ the five-dimensional action above describes a set of non-interacting

four dimensional chiral fermions localized at di#erent 4-d “slices” in the 5th

dimension. Note that while the overall position of the massless fermions

8
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Arkani-Hamed, Schmaltz
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massless right handed chiral fermion.

For clarity, let us write the full wave function of the massless chiral fermion

in the chiral basis

!(x, x5) =

!

"x5 |L, 0#!(x)
0

"

. (12)

2.2 Many chiral fermions

We can easily generalize Eq. (4) to the case of several fermion fields. We

simply couple all 5-d Dirac fields to the same scalar "

S =
#

d5x
$

i,j

!̄i[i $"5 + #"(x5) ! m]ij!j . (13)

Here we allowed for general Yukawa couplings #ij and also included masses

mij for the fermion fields. Mass terms for the five-dimensional fields are

allowed by all the symmetries and should therefore be present in the La-

grangian. In the case that we will eventually be interested in – the standard

model – the fermions carry gauge charges. This forces the couplings #ij

and mij to be block-diagonal, with mixing only between fields with identical

gauge quantum numbers. For simplicity we will set #ij = $ij in this paper,

then mij can be diagonalized with eigenvalues mi.

Finding the massless four-dimensional fields is completely analogous to

the single fermion case of the last section. Each 5-d fermion !i gives rise to a

single 4-d left chiral fermion. Again, the wave functions in the 5th coordinate

are Gaussian, but they are now centered around the zeros of " ! mi. In

the SHO approximation this is at xi
5 = mi/2µ2. Thus, at energies well

below µ the five-dimensional action above describes a set of non-interacting

four dimensional chiral fermions localized at di#erent 4-d “slices” in the 5th

dimension. Note that while the overall position of the massless fermions
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Quarks Leptons

thick wall

Figure 1: Profile of Standard Model fermion wave functions (vertical
axis) in the extra dimensions (horizontal axis). The fermions freely
propagate in 3+1 dimensions (not shown) and are “stuck” at di!erent
locations in the extra dimensions. The gauge and Higgs fields’ wave
functions occupy the whole width of the thick wall. Direct couplings
between the fermions are then suppressed by the exponentially small
overlap of their wave functions. If – as shown here – quarks and lep-
tons live on opposite ends of the wall profile protons become essentially
stable. The hierarchy of Yukawa couplings arises from order one (in
units of the fermion wave function width) distances between left and
right handed components of the fermions.

we will see that the long-distance 4-dimensional theory can naturally have

exponentially small Yukawa couplings, arising from the small overlap between

left- and right-handed fermion wave functions. Similarly, without imposing

any symmetries to protect against proton decay, the proton decay rate can be

exponentially suppressed to safety if the quarks and leptons are are localized

at di!erent ends of the wall !. We emphasize that there is nothing fine-tuned

about this from the point of view of the low-energy 4-dimensional theory;

all the exponentially small couplings are technically natural. However, our

examples violate the usual intuition that small couplings in a low-energy

theory must be explained by symmetries in the high-energy theory. Instead,
!Our approach to to the fermion mass hierarchy similar in spirit to the one in [7]. For

other approaches to suppressing Yukawa couplings and proton decay, see [6].

2

SM on thick brane & domain wall ⇒ chiral localization
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Figure 2: Profile of the scalar domain wall field ! in the x5 dimension.
A chiral zero mode fermion is localized at the zero of !.

to a four dimensional chiral fermion stuck at the zero of ! [12]. A convenient

representation for the 4 ! 4 gamma matrices in five dimensions is

!i =

!

0 "i

"i 0

"

, i = 0..3 , !5 = "i

!

1 0
0 "1

"

. (1)

As it will be useful in the following sections, we record below the two di"erent

Lorentz invariant fermion bilinears in 5 dimensions

#̄1#2, #T
1 C5#2 (2)

where

C5 = !0!2!5 =

!

# 0
0 "#

"

in the Weyl basis. (3)

The first is the usual Dirac bilinear, while the second is the Majorana bilinear

which generalizes the familiar 4-dimensional expression, where instead of C5

we have C4 = !0!2.

The action for a five dimensional fermion # coupled to the background

scalar ! is then

S =
#

d4x dx5 #[i#$4 + i!5$5 + !(x5)]# . (4)

Here the coordinates of our 3+1 dimensions are represented by x whereas

the fifth coordinate is x5; five-dimensional fields are denoted with capital

5

of massive Dirac fermions. The shape of the wave function of the chiral

fermion is Gaussian, centered at x5 = 0. Note that coupling ! to !" would

have rendered "x5 |R, 0# normalizable and we would have instead localized a

massless right handed chiral fermion.

For clarity, let us write the full wave function of the massless chiral fermion

in the chiral basis

!(x, x5) =

!

"x5 |L, 0#!(x)
0

"

. (12)

2.2 Many chiral fermions

We can easily generalize Eq. (4) to the case of several fermion fields. We

simply couple all 5-d Dirac fields to the same scalar "

S =
#

d5x
$

i,j

!̄i[i $"5 + #"(x5) ! m]ij!j . (13)

Here we allowed for general Yukawa couplings #ij and also included masses

mij for the fermion fields. Mass terms for the five-dimensional fields are

allowed by all the symmetries and should therefore be present in the La-

grangian. In the case that we will eventually be interested in – the standard

model – the fermions carry gauge charges. This forces the couplings #ij

and mij to be block-diagonal, with mixing only between fields with identical

gauge quantum numbers. For simplicity we will set #ij = $ij in this paper,

then mij can be diagonalized with eigenvalues mi.

Finding the massless four-dimensional fields is completely analogous to

the single fermion case of the last section. Each 5-d fermion !i gives rise to a

single 4-d left chiral fermion. Again, the wave functions in the 5th coordinate

are Gaussian, but they are now centered around the zeros of " ! mi. In

the SHO approximation this is at xi
5 = mi/2µ2. Thus, at energies well

below µ the five-dimensional action above describes a set of non-interacting

four dimensional chiral fermions localized at di#erent 4-d “slices” in the 5th

dimension. Note that while the overall position of the massless fermions
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Figure 1: Profile of Standard Model fermion wave functions (vertical
axis) in the extra dimensions (horizontal axis). The fermions freely
propagate in 3+1 dimensions (not shown) and are “stuck” at di!erent
locations in the extra dimensions. The gauge and Higgs fields’ wave
functions occupy the whole width of the thick wall. Direct couplings
between the fermions are then suppressed by the exponentially small
overlap of their wave functions. If – as shown here – quarks and lep-
tons live on opposite ends of the wall profile protons become essentially
stable. The hierarchy of Yukawa couplings arises from order one (in
units of the fermion wave function width) distances between left and
right handed components of the fermions.

we will see that the long-distance 4-dimensional theory can naturally have

exponentially small Yukawa couplings, arising from the small overlap between

left- and right-handed fermion wave functions. Similarly, without imposing

any symmetries to protect against proton decay, the proton decay rate can be

exponentially suppressed to safety if the quarks and leptons are are localized

at di!erent ends of the wall !. We emphasize that there is nothing fine-tuned

about this from the point of view of the low-energy 4-dimensional theory;

all the exponentially small couplings are technically natural. However, our

examples violate the usual intuition that small couplings in a low-energy

theory must be explained by symmetries in the high-energy theory. Instead,
!Our approach to to the fermion mass hierarchy similar in spirit to the one in [7]. For

other approaches to suppressing Yukawa couplings and proton decay, see [6].
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Figure 3: Yukawa coupling: the Gaussian wave functions of the
fermions l and ec overlap only in an exponentially small region, sup-
pressing the e!ective Yukawa coupling exponentially.

suppressed because the two fields are separated in space. The coupling is

then proportional to the exponentially small overlap of the wave functions.

Note that we did not impose any chiral symmetries in the fundamental

theory to obtain this result: the coupling ! can violate the electron chiral

symmetry by O(1). Even with chiral symmetry maximally broken in the

fundamental theory, we obtain an approximate chiral symmetry in the low

energy, 4-d e!ective theory.

3.2 Long live the proton

Proton decay places a very stringent constraint on most extensions of the

standard model. Unless a symmetry can be imposed to forbid either baryon

or lepton number violation, proton decay forces the scale of new physics to

be extremely high. In particular one might be tempted to conclude that

proton decay kills all attempts to lower the fundamental Planck scale M!

significantly beneath the GUT scale, unless continuous or discrete gauge

symmetries are invoked. We now show that these no-go theorems are very

elegantly evaded by separating wave functions in the extra dimensions. Con-

sider for simplicity a one-generation model in five dimensions where the stan-

dard model fermions are again localized in the x5 direction by coupling the

five-dimensional fields to the domain wall scalar ". Assume that all quark

fields are localized near x5 = 0 whereas the leptons are near x5 = r as de-

11
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Figure 2: Profile of the scalar domain wall field ! in the x5 dimension.
A chiral zero mode fermion is localized at the zero of !.

to a four dimensional chiral fermion stuck at the zero of ! [12]. A convenient

representation for the 4 ! 4 gamma matrices in five dimensions is

!i =

!

0 "i

"i 0

"

, i = 0..3 , !5 = "i

!

1 0
0 "1

"

. (1)

As it will be useful in the following sections, we record below the two di"erent

Lorentz invariant fermion bilinears in 5 dimensions

#̄1#2, #T
1 C5#2 (2)

where

C5 = !0!2!5 =

!

# 0
0 "#

"

in the Weyl basis. (3)

The first is the usual Dirac bilinear, while the second is the Majorana bilinear

which generalizes the familiar 4-dimensional expression, where instead of C5

we have C4 = !0!2.

The action for a five dimensional fermion # coupled to the background

scalar ! is then

S =
#

d4x dx5 #[i#$4 + i!5$5 + !(x5)]# . (4)

Here the coordinates of our 3+1 dimensions are represented by x whereas

the fifth coordinate is x5; five-dimensional fields are denoted with capital

5

of massive Dirac fermions. The shape of the wave function of the chiral

fermion is Gaussian, centered at x5 = 0. Note that coupling ! to !" would

have rendered "x5 |R, 0# normalizable and we would have instead localized a

massless right handed chiral fermion.

For clarity, let us write the full wave function of the massless chiral fermion

in the chiral basis

!(x, x5) =

!

"x5 |L, 0#!(x)
0

"

. (12)

2.2 Many chiral fermions

We can easily generalize Eq. (4) to the case of several fermion fields. We

simply couple all 5-d Dirac fields to the same scalar "

S =
#

d5x
$

i,j

!̄i[i $"5 + #"(x5) ! m]ij!j . (13)

Here we allowed for general Yukawa couplings #ij and also included masses

mij for the fermion fields. Mass terms for the five-dimensional fields are

allowed by all the symmetries and should therefore be present in the La-

grangian. In the case that we will eventually be interested in – the standard

model – the fermions carry gauge charges. This forces the couplings #ij

and mij to be block-diagonal, with mixing only between fields with identical

gauge quantum numbers. For simplicity we will set #ij = $ij in this paper,

then mij can be diagonalized with eigenvalues mi.

Finding the massless four-dimensional fields is completely analogous to

the single fermion case of the last section. Each 5-d fermion !i gives rise to a

single 4-d left chiral fermion. Again, the wave functions in the 5th coordinate

are Gaussian, but they are now centered around the zeros of " ! mi. In

the SHO approximation this is at xi
5 = mi/2µ2. Thus, at energies well

below µ the five-dimensional action above describes a set of non-interacting

four dimensional chiral fermions localized at di#erent 4-d “slices” in the 5th

dimension. Note that while the overall position of the massless fermions
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Figure 1: Profile of Standard Model fermion wave functions (vertical
axis) in the extra dimensions (horizontal axis). The fermions freely
propagate in 3+1 dimensions (not shown) and are “stuck” at di!erent
locations in the extra dimensions. The gauge and Higgs fields’ wave
functions occupy the whole width of the thick wall. Direct couplings
between the fermions are then suppressed by the exponentially small
overlap of their wave functions. If – as shown here – quarks and lep-
tons live on opposite ends of the wall profile protons become essentially
stable. The hierarchy of Yukawa couplings arises from order one (in
units of the fermion wave function width) distances between left and
right handed components of the fermions.

we will see that the long-distance 4-dimensional theory can naturally have

exponentially small Yukawa couplings, arising from the small overlap between

left- and right-handed fermion wave functions. Similarly, without imposing

any symmetries to protect against proton decay, the proton decay rate can be

exponentially suppressed to safety if the quarks and leptons are are localized

at di!erent ends of the wall !. We emphasize that there is nothing fine-tuned

about this from the point of view of the low-energy 4-dimensional theory;

all the exponentially small couplings are technically natural. However, our

examples violate the usual intuition that small couplings in a low-energy

theory must be explained by symmetries in the high-energy theory. Instead,
!Our approach to to the fermion mass hierarchy similar in spirit to the one in [7]. For

other approaches to suppressing Yukawa couplings and proton decay, see [6].
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Figure 3: Yukawa coupling: the Gaussian wave functions of the
fermions l and ec overlap only in an exponentially small region, sup-
pressing the e!ective Yukawa coupling exponentially.

suppressed because the two fields are separated in space. The coupling is

then proportional to the exponentially small overlap of the wave functions.

Note that we did not impose any chiral symmetries in the fundamental

theory to obtain this result: the coupling ! can violate the electron chiral

symmetry by O(1). Even with chiral symmetry maximally broken in the

fundamental theory, we obtain an approximate chiral symmetry in the low

energy, 4-d e!ective theory.

3.2 Long live the proton

Proton decay places a very stringent constraint on most extensions of the

standard model. Unless a symmetry can be imposed to forbid either baryon

or lepton number violation, proton decay forces the scale of new physics to

be extremely high. In particular one might be tempted to conclude that

proton decay kills all attempts to lower the fundamental Planck scale M!

significantly beneath the GUT scale, unless continuous or discrete gauge

symmetries are invoked. We now show that these no-go theorems are very

elegantly evaded by separating wave functions in the extra dimensions. Con-

sider for simplicity a one-generation model in five dimensions where the stan-

dard model fermions are again localized in the x5 direction by coupling the

five-dimensional fields to the domain wall scalar ". Assume that all quark

fields are localized near x5 = 0 whereas the leptons are near x5 = r as de-
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Figure 2: Profile of the scalar domain wall field ! in the x5 dimension.
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to a four dimensional chiral fermion stuck at the zero of ! [12]. A convenient

representation for the 4 ! 4 gamma matrices in five dimensions is

!i =

!

0 "i

"i 0

"

, i = 0..3 , !5 = "i

!

1 0
0 "1

"

. (1)

As it will be useful in the following sections, we record below the two di"erent

Lorentz invariant fermion bilinears in 5 dimensions

#̄1#2, #T
1 C5#2 (2)

where

C5 = !0!2!5 =

!

# 0
0 "#

"

in the Weyl basis. (3)

The first is the usual Dirac bilinear, while the second is the Majorana bilinear

which generalizes the familiar 4-dimensional expression, where instead of C5

we have C4 = !0!2.

The action for a five dimensional fermion # coupled to the background

scalar ! is then

S =
#

d4x dx5 #[i#$4 + i!5$5 + !(x5)]# . (4)

Here the coordinates of our 3+1 dimensions are represented by x whereas

the fifth coordinate is x5; five-dimensional fields are denoted with capital

5

of massive Dirac fermions. The shape of the wave function of the chiral

fermion is Gaussian, centered at x5 = 0. Note that coupling ! to !" would

have rendered "x5 |R, 0# normalizable and we would have instead localized a

massless right handed chiral fermion.

For clarity, let us write the full wave function of the massless chiral fermion

in the chiral basis

!(x, x5) =

!

"x5 |L, 0#!(x)
0

"

. (12)

2.2 Many chiral fermions

We can easily generalize Eq. (4) to the case of several fermion fields. We

simply couple all 5-d Dirac fields to the same scalar "

S =
#

d5x
$

i,j

!̄i[i $"5 + #"(x5) ! m]ij!j . (13)

Here we allowed for general Yukawa couplings #ij and also included masses

mij for the fermion fields. Mass terms for the five-dimensional fields are

allowed by all the symmetries and should therefore be present in the La-

grangian. In the case that we will eventually be interested in – the standard

model – the fermions carry gauge charges. This forces the couplings #ij

and mij to be block-diagonal, with mixing only between fields with identical

gauge quantum numbers. For simplicity we will set #ij = $ij in this paper,

then mij can be diagonalized with eigenvalues mi.

Finding the massless four-dimensional fields is completely analogous to

the single fermion case of the last section. Each 5-d fermion !i gives rise to a

single 4-d left chiral fermion. Again, the wave functions in the 5th coordinate

are Gaussian, but they are now centered around the zeros of " ! mi. In

the SHO approximation this is at xi
5 = mi/2µ2. Thus, at energies well

below µ the five-dimensional action above describes a set of non-interacting

four dimensional chiral fermions localized at di#erent 4-d “slices” in the 5th

dimension. Note that while the overall position of the massless fermions

8

SM Yukawa couplings and proton decay. Since our exponential suppression

factors dominate any power suppression we will not keep track of the various

powers of scales which arise from matching 5-d to 4-d Lagrangians.

3.1 Yukawa couplings

In this section we apply our mechanism to generating hierarchical Yukawa

couplings in four dimensions. Concentrating on only one generation and the

lepton sector for the moment, we start with the five-dimensional fermion

fields with action

S =
!

d5x L̄[i !!5 + !(x5)]L + Ēc[i !!5 + !(x5) " m]Ec + "HLT C5E
c. (14)

where C5 was defined in Eq. (3). As discussed in the previous sections, we

find a left-handed massless fermions l from L localized at x5 = 0 and ec from

Ec localized at x5 = r # m/(2µ2). For simplicity, we will assume that the

Higgs is delocalized inside the wall. We now determine what e"ective four-

dimensional interactions between the light fields results from the Yukawa

coupling in eq. (14). To this end we expand L and Ec as in eq. (6) and

replace the Higgs field H by its lowest Kaluza-Klein mode which has an

x5-independent wave function. We obtain for the Yukawa coupling

SY uk =
!

d4x " h(x)l(x)ec(x)
!

dx5 #l(x5) #ec(x5) . (15)

Here #l(x5) and #ec(x5) are the zero-mode wave functions for the lepton

doublet and singlet respectively. #l is a Gaussian centered at x5 = 0 whereas

#ec is centered at x5 = r. The overlap of Gaussians is itself a Gaussian and

we find
!

dx5 #l(x5) #ec(x5) =

$
2µ$
$

!

dx5 e!µ2x2
5e!µ2(x5!r)2 = e!µ2r2/2 . (16)

This result is in agreement with the intuitive expectation from Figure 2.

Any coupling between the two chiral fermions is necessarily exponentially
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Figure 1: Profile of Standard Model fermion wave functions (vertical
axis) in the extra dimensions (horizontal axis). The fermions freely
propagate in 3+1 dimensions (not shown) and are “stuck” at di!erent
locations in the extra dimensions. The gauge and Higgs fields’ wave
functions occupy the whole width of the thick wall. Direct couplings
between the fermions are then suppressed by the exponentially small
overlap of their wave functions. If – as shown here – quarks and lep-
tons live on opposite ends of the wall profile protons become essentially
stable. The hierarchy of Yukawa couplings arises from order one (in
units of the fermion wave function width) distances between left and
right handed components of the fermions.

we will see that the long-distance 4-dimensional theory can naturally have

exponentially small Yukawa couplings, arising from the small overlap between

left- and right-handed fermion wave functions. Similarly, without imposing

any symmetries to protect against proton decay, the proton decay rate can be

exponentially suppressed to safety if the quarks and leptons are are localized

at di!erent ends of the wall !. We emphasize that there is nothing fine-tuned

about this from the point of view of the low-energy 4-dimensional theory;

all the exponentially small couplings are technically natural. However, our

examples violate the usual intuition that small couplings in a low-energy

theory must be explained by symmetries in the high-energy theory. Instead,
!Our approach to to the fermion mass hierarchy similar in spirit to the one in [7]. For

other approaches to suppressing Yukawa couplings and proton decay, see [6].
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Figure 3: Yukawa coupling: the Gaussian wave functions of the
fermions l and ec overlap only in an exponentially small region, sup-
pressing the e!ective Yukawa coupling exponentially.

suppressed because the two fields are separated in space. The coupling is

then proportional to the exponentially small overlap of the wave functions.

Note that we did not impose any chiral symmetries in the fundamental

theory to obtain this result: the coupling ! can violate the electron chiral

symmetry by O(1). Even with chiral symmetry maximally broken in the

fundamental theory, we obtain an approximate chiral symmetry in the low

energy, 4-d e!ective theory.

3.2 Long live the proton

Proton decay places a very stringent constraint on most extensions of the

standard model. Unless a symmetry can be imposed to forbid either baryon

or lepton number violation, proton decay forces the scale of new physics to

be extremely high. In particular one might be tempted to conclude that

proton decay kills all attempts to lower the fundamental Planck scale M!

significantly beneath the GUT scale, unless continuous or discrete gauge

symmetries are invoked. We now show that these no-go theorems are very

elegantly evaded by separating wave functions in the extra dimensions. Con-

sider for simplicity a one-generation model in five dimensions where the stan-

dard model fermions are again localized in the x5 direction by coupling the

five-dimensional fields to the domain wall scalar ". Assume that all quark

fields are localized near x5 = 0 whereas the leptons are near x5 = r as de-
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Figure 2: Profile of the scalar domain wall field ! in the x5 dimension.
A chiral zero mode fermion is localized at the zero of !.

to a four dimensional chiral fermion stuck at the zero of ! [12]. A convenient

representation for the 4 ! 4 gamma matrices in five dimensions is

!i =

!

0 "i

"i 0

"

, i = 0..3 , !5 = "i

!

1 0
0 "1

"

. (1)

As it will be useful in the following sections, we record below the two di"erent

Lorentz invariant fermion bilinears in 5 dimensions

#̄1#2, #T
1 C5#2 (2)

where

C5 = !0!2!5 =

!

# 0
0 "#

"

in the Weyl basis. (3)

The first is the usual Dirac bilinear, while the second is the Majorana bilinear

which generalizes the familiar 4-dimensional expression, where instead of C5

we have C4 = !0!2.

The action for a five dimensional fermion # coupled to the background

scalar ! is then

S =
#

d4x dx5 #[i#$4 + i!5$5 + !(x5)]# . (4)

Here the coordinates of our 3+1 dimensions are represented by x whereas

the fifth coordinate is x5; five-dimensional fields are denoted with capital

5

of massive Dirac fermions. The shape of the wave function of the chiral

fermion is Gaussian, centered at x5 = 0. Note that coupling ! to !" would

have rendered "x5 |R, 0# normalizable and we would have instead localized a

massless right handed chiral fermion.

For clarity, let us write the full wave function of the massless chiral fermion

in the chiral basis

!(x, x5) =

!

"x5 |L, 0#!(x)
0

"

. (12)

2.2 Many chiral fermions

We can easily generalize Eq. (4) to the case of several fermion fields. We

simply couple all 5-d Dirac fields to the same scalar "

S =
#

d5x
$

i,j

!̄i[i $"5 + #"(x5) ! m]ij!j . (13)

Here we allowed for general Yukawa couplings #ij and also included masses

mij for the fermion fields. Mass terms for the five-dimensional fields are

allowed by all the symmetries and should therefore be present in the La-

grangian. In the case that we will eventually be interested in – the standard

model – the fermions carry gauge charges. This forces the couplings #ij

and mij to be block-diagonal, with mixing only between fields with identical

gauge quantum numbers. For simplicity we will set #ij = $ij in this paper,

then mij can be diagonalized with eigenvalues mi.

Finding the massless four-dimensional fields is completely analogous to

the single fermion case of the last section. Each 5-d fermion !i gives rise to a

single 4-d left chiral fermion. Again, the wave functions in the 5th coordinate

are Gaussian, but they are now centered around the zeros of " ! mi. In

the SHO approximation this is at xi
5 = mi/2µ2. Thus, at energies well

below µ the five-dimensional action above describes a set of non-interacting

four dimensional chiral fermions localized at di#erent 4-d “slices” in the 5th

dimension. Note that while the overall position of the massless fermions
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SM Yukawa couplings and proton decay. Since our exponential suppression

factors dominate any power suppression we will not keep track of the various

powers of scales which arise from matching 5-d to 4-d Lagrangians.

3.1 Yukawa couplings

In this section we apply our mechanism to generating hierarchical Yukawa

couplings in four dimensions. Concentrating on only one generation and the

lepton sector for the moment, we start with the five-dimensional fermion

fields with action

S =
!

d5x L̄[i !!5 + !(x5)]L + Ēc[i !!5 + !(x5) " m]Ec + "HLT C5E
c. (14)

where C5 was defined in Eq. (3). As discussed in the previous sections, we

find a left-handed massless fermions l from L localized at x5 = 0 and ec from

Ec localized at x5 = r # m/(2µ2). For simplicity, we will assume that the

Higgs is delocalized inside the wall. We now determine what e"ective four-

dimensional interactions between the light fields results from the Yukawa

coupling in eq. (14). To this end we expand L and Ec as in eq. (6) and

replace the Higgs field H by its lowest Kaluza-Klein mode which has an

x5-independent wave function. We obtain for the Yukawa coupling

SY uk =
!

d4x " h(x)l(x)ec(x)
!

dx5 #l(x5) #ec(x5) . (15)

Here #l(x5) and #ec(x5) are the zero-mode wave functions for the lepton

doublet and singlet respectively. #l is a Gaussian centered at x5 = 0 whereas

#ec is centered at x5 = r. The overlap of Gaussians is itself a Gaussian and

we find
!

dx5 #l(x5) #ec(x5) =

$
2µ$
$

!

dx5 e!µ2x2
5e!µ2(x5!r)2 = e!µ2r2/2 . (16)

This result is in agreement with the intuitive expectation from Figure 2.

Any coupling between the two chiral fermions is necessarily exponentially
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Figure 1: Profile of Standard Model fermion wave functions (vertical
axis) in the extra dimensions (horizontal axis). The fermions freely
propagate in 3+1 dimensions (not shown) and are “stuck” at di!erent
locations in the extra dimensions. The gauge and Higgs fields’ wave
functions occupy the whole width of the thick wall. Direct couplings
between the fermions are then suppressed by the exponentially small
overlap of their wave functions. If – as shown here – quarks and lep-
tons live on opposite ends of the wall profile protons become essentially
stable. The hierarchy of Yukawa couplings arises from order one (in
units of the fermion wave function width) distances between left and
right handed components of the fermions.

we will see that the long-distance 4-dimensional theory can naturally have

exponentially small Yukawa couplings, arising from the small overlap between

left- and right-handed fermion wave functions. Similarly, without imposing

any symmetries to protect against proton decay, the proton decay rate can be

exponentially suppressed to safety if the quarks and leptons are are localized

at di!erent ends of the wall !. We emphasize that there is nothing fine-tuned

about this from the point of view of the low-energy 4-dimensional theory;

all the exponentially small couplings are technically natural. However, our

examples violate the usual intuition that small couplings in a low-energy

theory must be explained by symmetries in the high-energy theory. Instead,
!Our approach to to the fermion mass hierarchy similar in spirit to the one in [7]. For

other approaches to suppressing Yukawa couplings and proton decay, see [6].

2

hl ec
r

Figure 3: Yukawa coupling: the Gaussian wave functions of the
fermions l and ec overlap only in an exponentially small region, sup-
pressing the e!ective Yukawa coupling exponentially.

suppressed because the two fields are separated in space. The coupling is

then proportional to the exponentially small overlap of the wave functions.

Note that we did not impose any chiral symmetries in the fundamental

theory to obtain this result: the coupling ! can violate the electron chiral

symmetry by O(1). Even with chiral symmetry maximally broken in the

fundamental theory, we obtain an approximate chiral symmetry in the low

energy, 4-d e!ective theory.

3.2 Long live the proton

Proton decay places a very stringent constraint on most extensions of the

standard model. Unless a symmetry can be imposed to forbid either baryon

or lepton number violation, proton decay forces the scale of new physics to

be extremely high. In particular one might be tempted to conclude that

proton decay kills all attempts to lower the fundamental Planck scale M!

significantly beneath the GUT scale, unless continuous or discrete gauge

symmetries are invoked. We now show that these no-go theorems are very

elegantly evaded by separating wave functions in the extra dimensions. Con-

sider for simplicity a one-generation model in five dimensions where the stan-

dard model fermions are again localized in the x5 direction by coupling the

five-dimensional fields to the domain wall scalar ". Assume that all quark

fields are localized near x5 = 0 whereas the leptons are near x5 = r as de-

11

SM on thick brane & domain wall ⇒ chiral localization

Hierarchies w/o Symmetries

Φ

x5

ψ

Figure 2: Profile of the scalar domain wall field ! in the x5 dimension.
A chiral zero mode fermion is localized at the zero of !.

to a four dimensional chiral fermion stuck at the zero of ! [12]. A convenient

representation for the 4 ! 4 gamma matrices in five dimensions is

!i =

!

0 "i

"i 0

"

, i = 0..3 , !5 = "i

!

1 0
0 "1

"

. (1)

As it will be useful in the following sections, we record below the two di"erent

Lorentz invariant fermion bilinears in 5 dimensions

#̄1#2, #T
1 C5#2 (2)

where

C5 = !0!2!5 =

!

# 0
0 "#

"

in the Weyl basis. (3)

The first is the usual Dirac bilinear, while the second is the Majorana bilinear

which generalizes the familiar 4-dimensional expression, where instead of C5

we have C4 = !0!2.

The action for a five dimensional fermion # coupled to the background

scalar ! is then

S =
#

d4x dx5 #[i#$4 + i!5$5 + !(x5)]# . (4)

Here the coordinates of our 3+1 dimensions are represented by x whereas

the fifth coordinate is x5; five-dimensional fields are denoted with capital

5

of massive Dirac fermions. The shape of the wave function of the chiral

fermion is Gaussian, centered at x5 = 0. Note that coupling ! to !" would

have rendered "x5 |R, 0# normalizable and we would have instead localized a

massless right handed chiral fermion.

For clarity, let us write the full wave function of the massless chiral fermion

in the chiral basis

!(x, x5) =

!

"x5 |L, 0#!(x)
0

"

. (12)

2.2 Many chiral fermions

We can easily generalize Eq. (4) to the case of several fermion fields. We

simply couple all 5-d Dirac fields to the same scalar "

S =
#

d5x
$

i,j

!̄i[i $"5 + #"(x5) ! m]ij!j . (13)

Here we allowed for general Yukawa couplings #ij and also included masses

mij for the fermion fields. Mass terms for the five-dimensional fields are

allowed by all the symmetries and should therefore be present in the La-

grangian. In the case that we will eventually be interested in – the standard

model – the fermions carry gauge charges. This forces the couplings #ij

and mij to be block-diagonal, with mixing only between fields with identical

gauge quantum numbers. For simplicity we will set #ij = $ij in this paper,

then mij can be diagonalized with eigenvalues mi.

Finding the massless four-dimensional fields is completely analogous to

the single fermion case of the last section. Each 5-d fermion !i gives rise to a

single 4-d left chiral fermion. Again, the wave functions in the 5th coordinate

are Gaussian, but they are now centered around the zeros of " ! mi. In

the SHO approximation this is at xi
5 = mi/2µ2. Thus, at energies well

below µ the five-dimensional action above describes a set of non-interacting

four dimensional chiral fermions localized at di#erent 4-d “slices” in the 5th

dimension. Note that while the overall position of the massless fermions

8

SM Yukawa couplings and proton decay. Since our exponential suppression

factors dominate any power suppression we will not keep track of the various

powers of scales which arise from matching 5-d to 4-d Lagrangians.

3.1 Yukawa couplings

In this section we apply our mechanism to generating hierarchical Yukawa

couplings in four dimensions. Concentrating on only one generation and the

lepton sector for the moment, we start with the five-dimensional fermion

fields with action

S =
!

d5x L̄[i !!5 + !(x5)]L + Ēc[i !!5 + !(x5) " m]Ec + "HLT C5E
c. (14)

where C5 was defined in Eq. (3). As discussed in the previous sections, we

find a left-handed massless fermions l from L localized at x5 = 0 and ec from

Ec localized at x5 = r # m/(2µ2). For simplicity, we will assume that the

Higgs is delocalized inside the wall. We now determine what e"ective four-

dimensional interactions between the light fields results from the Yukawa

coupling in eq. (14). To this end we expand L and Ec as in eq. (6) and

replace the Higgs field H by its lowest Kaluza-Klein mode which has an

x5-independent wave function. We obtain for the Yukawa coupling

SY uk =
!

d4x " h(x)l(x)ec(x)
!

dx5 #l(x5) #ec(x5) . (15)

Here #l(x5) and #ec(x5) are the zero-mode wave functions for the lepton

doublet and singlet respectively. #l is a Gaussian centered at x5 = 0 whereas

#ec is centered at x5 = r. The overlap of Gaussians is itself a Gaussian and

we find
!

dx5 #l(x5) #ec(x5) =

$
2µ$
$

!

dx5 e!µ2x2
5e!µ2(x5!r)2 = e!µ2r2/2 . (16)

This result is in agreement with the intuitive expectation from Figure 2.

Any coupling between the two chiral fermions is necessarily exponentially
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Two ways of giving mass to fermions… 

Bi-linear :

Linear :

L = yfLOR + yRfROL + mOLOR, OR ⇠ (3, 2) 1
6

L = yfLOHfR, OH ⇠ (1, 2) 1
2

D.B. Kaplan ’91
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|SMi = cos �|elem.i + sin�|comp.i

|heavyi = � sin �|elem.i+ cos �|comp.i

L = L
elem

(g
elem

) + L
comp

(g⇤) + L
mix

1 <⇠ g⇤ <⇠ 4⇡

Partial compositeness

Contino,Kramer, Son, Sundrum 



1) Linear coupling of SM fields to composites

2) Strong sector conformal over some energy range

µ
d⇥

dµ
= �⇥ � = dim[OR] + 3/2� 4

LUV � �ŌR⇥L

� �
�

TeV
MPl

⇥�

� = c� 1
2

AdS/CFT translation:

Contino, Pomarol



|SMi = cos �|elem.i + sin�|comp.i

|heavyi = � sin �|elem.i+ cos �|comp.i

L = L
elem

(g
elem

) + L
comp

(g⇤) + L
mix

1 <⇠ g⇤ <⇠ 4⇡

Partial compositeness

Degree of compositeness: sin � = F (c) ⇠
✓
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Flavor from symmetries



Hierarchies from symmetries

Add horizontal U(1)F , flavon ΦF (mΦ ~ Λ, qF = -1)
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Similar results… 
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